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In *Blind Oracles: Intellectuals and War from Kennan to Kissinger*, Bruce Kuklick examines the role of intellectuals in foreign policymaking from the end of Word War II through the end of the Vietnam War. Although Kuklick avoids any direct comparisons with President George Bush’s administration and his advisers, he did comment on this example in an opinion piece in the *Los Angeles Times*, May 14, 2006. Kuklick uses Bush’s neoconservative advisers as a lead into his book and central thesis: “If these guys [Bush’s advisers] are so smart, their critics want to know, how did they get is so wrong?” with respect to the aftermath of the war in Iraq, the prospects for democracy in the Middle East, and the challenge of radical and Islamic fundamentalists.

Bruce Kuklick suggests that this situation, unfortunately, is fairly typical for Cold War intellectuals and scholars with extensive training, writings, and self-proclaimed understanding who are brought in to provide ideas about strategy but too often ended up groping in the dark and having little impact on policy besides providing a theory or rationalization that policymakers used to explain their policies to the public. “While they professed deep understanding,” Kuklick notes, “they actually groped in the dark. Much of the time fashion was more important than validity. At the same time, irrespective of the quality of their knowledge, in the usual case the ideas of the cerebral strategists had little causal impact. They served to legitimate but not to energize policies. Intellectuals were most effective when they showed, after the fact, that some endeavors had been desirable. Or they articulated schema that exculpated policymakers—or themselves—from responsibility for action later identified as bad.” (15)

Kuklick’s focus is on three overlapping circles of scholars and writers thinking about war from 1945 to 1975. The first group consists of scientifically oriented experts in the academic world with significant associations with the RAND Corporation such as Albert Wohlstetter, Bernard Brodie, and Thomas Schelling. A second group that Kuklick evaluates is centered around Harvard and the Kennedy School of Government and follows the leadership of Richard Neustadt and the May Group led by Ernest May with their studies on presidential leadership and the role of bureaucratic politics in decision-making. The third group of intellectuals interacted with the first two groups and had the most direct influence as policymakers from George Kennan to Paul Nitze, McGeorge Bundy, and Henry Kissinger, who receives a chapter and significant, although not uncritical, approval from Kuklick for developing a strategic concept based more on an understanding of international relations than an abstract theory and applying it with some success.
The commentators have raised a number of important questions about Kuklick’s study that certainly merit further discussion:

1. Do the Cold War intellectuals have as little positive influence as Kuklick suggests in shaping viable Cold War strategies and providing more than rationalizations for the choices of policymakers? Do the RAND strategic studies have more influence on policymakers than Kuklick concludes? What about the contribution of intellectuals to the reconstruction of Western Europe and Japan after WWII? How about the influence of intellectuals on arms control and the ultimate end to the Cold War?

2. Does Kuklick give insufficient attention and credit to the intellectuals who developed strategic doctrine and moved from the early arms race to the policy of assured destruction and mutual deterrence?

3. Does the Rand group misinterpret the Cuban missile crisis as a validation of their theories of flexible response and graduated escalation and, like Thomas Schelling, carry this perspective into Vietnam and provide Robert McNamara and Lyndon Baines Johnson with labels for what they wanted to do?

4. How persuasive is Kuklick’s analysis of how the RAND influenced advisers and the Harvard-Neustadt group founds ways to distance themselves and leaders from what went wrong in Vietnam. Kuklick stresses how they apply the bureaucratic politics model in their writings and in the Pentagon Papers project to shift responsibility, how they shift the blame for the prolongation of the conflict to Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger, and how in the memoirs and writings of McGeorge and William Bundy and Robert McNamara they minimize Vietnam and emphasize misunderstandings and missed opportunities.

5. Should George Kennan receive more attention—about five pages—and more recognition as more than a blind oracle. Do what extent was Kennan’s perspective weakened, like the rest of the American intellectuals, by their hubris, their ambitions, their academic theories? Is Kennan significantly different considering his foreign service training and prolonged service in Stalin’s Russia which affected everyone’s perspective? Since Kennan expressed more foresight on how the Cold War might end than most analysts, perhaps he should be considered a prescient rather than a blind oracle.

6. Do Eisenhower and Kissinger merit Kuklick’s treatment of them as exceptions to the rule on how leaders and intellectuals developed and implemented strategy? Eisenhower’s resistance for much of his presidency to RAND advocates of increasing the U.S. nuclear arsenal to threaten the Soviet Union is noted favorably by Kuklick, as is Kissinger’s development of a strategic concept and application in dealing with the Soviet Union.
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